Digital Order of Things
With the publication of this issue, Le foucaldien continues its experiment of updating the thought of Michel Foucault. Since Foucault's death in 1984, the humanities -the emergence of which he had described in his book The Order of Things (1966) -have been through fundamental changes. These changes apply not only to the blurring of boundaries between the disciplines. Rather, change has also taken place in the way in which this knowledge of the human is created: Articles and books are now written using computers as a matter of course. This is by no means a trivial fact, if we follow Nietzsche and Friedrich Kittler in the belief that our writing utensils also work on our thoughts.
1 This text, for example, was drafted in Los Angeles, Zurich, Mannheim, Vienna, and on trains and planes, typed on MacBooks and ThinkPads, stored in the 'cloud' and also jointly edited there. Without doubt, such media conditions affect the style and structure of a text, its argumentation, vocabulary, its use of references, and so on.
In this edited volume, however, we do not intend to explore the influence of digital media on the writing process, but instead their effect on thinking in the humanities. More specifically: our subject is the techniques and practices of the so-called Digital Humanities, a research field aiming to connect humanities and information technology. And because this field is far too broad, we shall focus on one specific question: Can historical discourse analyses as practiced by Michel This practical and programmatic refusal to read between the lines is grounded in a theoretical rejection of essential parts of Hegelian philosophy. In perfect accordance with new social history, Foucault and Moretti position themselves against the idea that "the course of history might be described as a developmental course of the 'spirit,' which in research practice would boil down to the hermeneutical reconstruction of the intentional statements of 'great' men or minds" 9 . The outstanding works of intellectual history correspond to the heroic deeds of world history, be they works of philosophy or literature. Instead of interpreting this authoritative canon, Foucault and Moretti are interested in a large number of lesser or barely known texts, the serial reading of which is designed to bring structures to light -repeating elements that may be described as ordering patterns. Maurice Erb refers to this process as cultural historical "pattern recognition" 10 , which subverts categories such as 'work' or 'author' and does not ask after the 'meaning,' at least not a metaphysical meaning: "a corpus is not written by anyone," Moretti says in the interview, "it has no message and, in a sense, no meaning." 
Annales and the Consequences

Data Hermeneutics vs. Archaeology
Up to this point, we have described Foucault and Moretti as social historians. In the case of the former, this is certainly too narrow a definition; we will return to this question below. In Moretti's case, however, one might refer to the continuation of a social history of literature by digital means. Essentially, he remains loyal to the concepts of Marxist literary theory, although he does not interpret individual works, but rather evaluates large quantities of literary data with the aid of computers. That is at least the reputation that proceeds Moretti, the digital humanist from
Stanford. According to Frank Fischer and Peer Trilcke, his work does not confirm this reputation.
Firstly, they contend, Moretti's Distant Reading has nothing to do with computer-based analysis in as far as the information technologies and practices play not the slightest role in his writing;
and secondly, the more fitting term would be "mid-distance reading," because none of his text corpora are actually big data. 12 "I don't program," says Moretti in the interview, "I could never completely understand how long it takes these students or younger colleagues to do the pro- That means that the abstract models Moretti uses to interpret literary history cannot be reconstructed in the literal sense by his readers. We cannot recreate the graphs, maps, and evolutionary trees because their realization remains a mystery. Thus, Moretti's key achievement ultimately lies in the 'close reading' of these diagrams -an interpretation that follows the patterns of social history. He understands cultural forms as the result of a combination of societal forces, 14 and above all of political and economic forces: the literary genre of the village story is shaped by the evolution of the nation state; the techniques of the detective story succeed on the literary market (or fail); etc. In principle, this "data hermeneutics"
15 follows the classic Marxist scheme, whereby the factual societal conditions determine the ideological superstructure. Trilcke and Fischer distinguish this approach, which they describe with Tom Scheinfeldt as "framing knowledge in a theoretical or ideological construct," from the practice of Digital Humanities:
While 20th-century scholars were interested in grand theories, meta-narratives, the current focus is on methodological procedures and on operationalizing concepts.
16
Foucault's archaeology, as described above, is inspired by social history in its French form. His approach breaks with this tradition, however, by assigning no lesser reality to statements than to other events. On the contrary: discourses are not only "representations" or "groups of signs," but rather actual "practices that systematically form the objects of which they speak" 17 . By the repeated issuing of statements, rules form that determine what can be said, what counts as true in a discourse. These formations have a performative power, they create "objects" as "epistemic things" (Hans-Jörg Rheinberger). 18 Discourses are thus not only different representations of a stable reality made of 'real' objects. Instead, Foucault analyzes historically shifting realities:
forms of knowledge consisting of both say-able and see-able elements. According to The Archaeology of Knowledge, these heterogeneous ensembles can be described as discursive. As
Maurice Erb explains in his article, however, Foucault understood the ordering of knowledge both in his early work and in the 1970s above all as spatial structures. 19 The decisive point here is that discourse analysis is an immanent process. Its text corpora may not be cohesive works created by authors. Against Moretti's claim, however, they do have "meaning" -meaningful content resulting from the regularity of the statements. Whereas Foucault aims to recognize this link in the quantity of discursive material, Moretti sees himself confronted with meaningless data sets, which must be given meaning via social historical interpretation.
Structural Analysis of the Signified
There is reasonable doubt that the research practice of Distant Reading might help us to analyze discourses in Foucault's sense by using computers. Firstly, Moretti's "reverse engineering" 20 from cultural forms to societal forces cleaves to the tradition of social history; secondly, his books and articles tell us too little about the information technology used in the studies. That does not mean, however, that an algorithmic discourse analysis is not possible in principle. It is a question, as outlined above, of a kind of pattern recognition, which has been practiced for some time in the field of data mining. In order to find out whether these techniques might be used to evaluate large data quantities for an archaeology of knowledge, we must concentrate on the core, the atom of Foucault's procedure: the statement (énoncé). The pattern that a discourse analysis sets out to recognize is after all a regularity of discursive events in the form of a 
